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enough for courtesy.”
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Coming up
Tomorrow! 

Host a 
Multigenerational 
Game Night

We are living through a 24-karat golden age
of tabletop games, an amusement
renaissance that sees thousands of board
games published every year, in an array of
story, strategy and design. How to pick a
game that will delight the youngest players
without boring older ones? “You need a

game that’s going to appeal to
everybody. And that’s not easy,” says

Erik Arneson, the author of ‘How
to Host a Game Night.’ But it’s

not impossible

THE rules of a good
game 

M
ost children tend to pick up games
pretty quickly. Starting with basic
versions can prepare them for more
complicated ones. At first, set the bar
for entertainment low: Everyone

plays, no one cries. Then work up to something more
absorbing. If your group includes sore losers and
bad winners, try co-operative games, in which every-
one plays against the game itself. Or opt for team-
based play, in which stronger players can help weak-
er ones. Games with an element of randomness can
help, suggests game designer Nick Fortugno. “A
game that has a lot of card draws from a deck or a
lot of dice rolls tends to be a little more forgiving.”

ZOMBIE KIDZ EVOLUTION
Legacy games are games that transform as you play
them, adding rules and variations depending on your
record of wins and losses. An example is this coopera-
tive game, in which students try to safeguard their
school from marauding zombie teachers. The graphics
are cheeky, the strategy simple and it’s exhilarating to
tear into the game’s envelopes and discover new rules.

EXIT: THE GAME
Families that love puzzle-solving and code-cracking will
enjoy the Exit series, though they may want options on
the easier end of the spectrum like The Mysterious
Museum. A downside: There’s no replay value as you will
destroy certain components during play. Families with
younger children may try the Charlotte Holmes
Adventure Box, a puzzle box with accompanying videos.

ICE COOL
A game straightforward enough for the kindergarten
set that will keep adults immersed, too, ICECOOL casts
players as class-cutting penguins. Players take turns
flicking bobble-headed pieces around the board, trying to
catch fish, while a no-fun hall monitor tries to catch them.
“It’s a game of manual dexterity and muscle memory,” says Jon
Freeman a game-owner. “And who doesn’t like flicking penguins?” 

TICKET TO RIDE
A perfect introduction to the style of
strategy game prominent in Europe since
the 1980s, Ticket to Ride has players
build routes across various cities, coun-
tries, continents and eras, depending on
the edition you select. (There’s also
Rails and Sails, which includes

oceans.) The mechanics are simple
and the design — those little train

cars! — is appealing. For young
players, start with Ticket to

Ride First Journey, an
easier version.

FORBIDDEN ISLAND
In this cooperative game, with
exquisite design and a climate-
change underpinning, players race
against the game, saving precious
artefacts as an island sinks into
the sea. Will you make it to your
helicopter in time? Play isn’t too
complicated, and players can help
one another as they race against
the water level. Another plus: You
can rig the game for harder or
easier play. If you can’t stop sav-
ing artefacts, its maker has also
released Forbidden Desert.

SUSHI GO!
Card games have a lot of advan-
tages. They are tidy, inexpensive,
relatively effortless to learn and
easy to store. But if you find gin,
hearts, poker or bridge insuffi-
ciently adorable, try Sushi Go!
Players score points by matching
varieties of ridiculously cute sushi
bites. Fortugno describes it as a
great game for both amateur and
experienced players. “It scales
very nicely between ‘I’m just
messing around’ and ‘I’m really
playing,’ ” says he. 

GLITTERATI
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Diyas and candles are popular house
adornments during Diwali. Get some
sparkle glue, wax and wicks for your
kids and help them make candles. Just

pour melted, coloured wax into a diya – make
sure you wear gloves or similar safety meas-
ures, so that you do not get hot wax on your
or your child’s skin! Once the wax solidifies,
remove it from case and decorate it with
sparkle glue.

Origami
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Who said
Japanese
art can-
not make

an appearance
in an Indian fes-
tival? Make your
kids feel closer
to the festival by

decorating your house with
items made by them. Cut,
fold, string colourful pa-
pers together to make
beautiful lanterns, flow-
ers, artificial flower gar-
lands, etc.

Chromagic
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The tradition of
Rangoli is really
famous in India. This is one Diwali activity for kids that
will allure them. A few packets of coloured powder or some

flower petals and few great designs from the internet are enough
to keep your kids occupied during the holidays. You never know,
your house might just end up having the most mesmerising Ran-
goli on the eve of Diwali!

Story Telling
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If you live in an apart-
ment complex or a
township, you can 
explore the idea of writ-

ing and/or directing a
play/musical. Narrating the
story of Lord Rama’s victory
over evil and his triumphant
return to his people in Ayod-
hya, can be a good story to
play. Let the kids showcase
their talent during  Diwali
celebrations and get over
their ‘stage-fright’. An online
drama also sounds like fun.

Master Chef
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If your kid is fond of cooking, this wouldn’t be a bad time to 
introduce them to the culinary art! Teach your child some 
special Diwali-special meals like kheer, sheera, gujiya,
mathri, etc. Diwali is, after all, a grand reason for cooking

all kinds of delicacies one’s culture is famous for, whichever part of
world it may be.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

6. Priceless Messages

7. Go Green

8. Deck Yourself
Up!

9. Writers’
Quest

10. DIY Greeting
Cards
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PAGE 3 14 gifts to give your child
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PAGE 4 10 books/movies to bring
alive the child in you
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On our website: 
www.toistudent.com
➤ Participate in activities

and games
➤ Wish your friends online! 

On Social Media
➤ Full-day of fun 

interactions, etc. 
Come. Join the joy ride –
only on Times NIE

Q.1) Rabindranath Tagore’s
‘Jana Gana Mana’ has been
adopted as India’s National
Anthem. How many stanzas of
the said song were adopted?
A. Only the first stanza B. The whole

song C. Third and fourth stanzas 

D. First and second stanzas

Q.2) The words ‘Satyameva
Jayate’ inscribed below the
base plate of the emblem of
India are taken from?
A. Rig Veda B. Satpath Brahmana  

C. Mundaka Upanishad D. Ramayana

Q.3) The National Anthem
was first sung in the year?
A. 1911  B. 1913  C. 1936  D. 1935

Q.4) Who composed the
famous song ‘Sare Jahan 
Se Achha’?
A. Jaidev B. Mohammad Iqbal 

C. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay 

D. Rabindranath Tagore

Q.5) In which of the following
festivals are boat races a 
special feature?
A. Onam  B. Rongali Bihu 

C. Navratri  D. Pongal

QUIZ TIME (MIXED BAG)

KNOWLEDGE BANK (ANIMALS)

1. A) Only the first stanza 2. C) Mundaka Upanishad 3. A) 1911

4. B) Mohammad Iqbal 5. A) Onam

Barasingha 
The barasingha or swamp deer, is a
deer species in India with frag-
mented population. It is extinct in
Pakistan and Bangladesh. With
antlers more than three tines, it
differs from other Indian deer
species. Mature stags have 10 to 14
tines, and some have been known
to have up to 20. Its hair is rather
woolly and yellowish brown above
but paler below, with white spots
along the spine. They generally
keep to the outskirts of forests.

Activities

Develop a story
based on the 
pictures in around
250 words. Send
your entry along
with your name,
class, school 
and picture at
toinie175@
gmail.com

EXPLORE YOUR
CREATIVITY

DIWALI
ACTIVITIES
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Real Madrid and Germany

player Toni Kroos has taken a

swipe at FIFA and UEFA, claim-

ing the world and European

organising bodies are treating

players like “puppets” by cre-

ating new competitions. Kroos

criticised the creation of the

UEFA Nations League in 2018,

which he competes in with

Germany, as well as FIFA’s exp-

anded Club World Cup, which

was set to take place in 2021

before being postponed due to

the COVID-19 pandemic. “With

the invention of these new

things we seem to be just pu-

ppets of FIFA and UEFA,” Kr-

oos said on the Einfach mal

Luppen podcast he presents

with brother Felix. REUTERS

Toni Kroos hits out at new tournaments,
says players treated like ‘puppets’
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Toni Kroos

Mumbai Indians all-rounder Kieron Pollard

donned several hats in this season’s IPL. The

West Indies international took over captaincy

from Rohit when the Indian opener was sidelined

with a hamstring injury. The MI power-hitter also

played small cameos to provide Mumbai with a

late flourish in crucial matches. Pollard also had

the best batting strike (191.42). The Windies seamer

came up with important breakthroughs for the

Mumbai Paltan and took some outstanding catches.

K
ohli’s wife, actor Anushka
Sharma, is due for delivery in
January and the batting main-
stay had asked for leave from

the Board of Control for Cricket in In-
dia (BCCI). On Monday, the BCCI an-
nounced that the skipper has been
granted paternity leave and that he
will return to India after the conclu-
sion of the first Test against Australia
to be played at the Adelaide Oval from
December 17. Kohli will, however, fea-
ture in three ODIs and as many T20Is
which will be played before the first
Test, a pink-ball fixture, which also
the Indian skipper will be part of. IANS
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Virat Kohli
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Michael Vaughan feels Australia will ‘quite
easily’ win the upcoming Border-Gavaskar
Trophy as Kohli will not be there for the
final three matches of the four-Test series

The ninth franchise in IPL could be from Ahmedabad
with Sardar Patel Stadium (Motera) likely to be their
home stadium.

IPL 2021 could be played
with 9 teams: Report
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“You can’t put a limit on anything. The more you dream,

the farther you get.”

Michael Phelps, former swimmer

SIMPLY SPORTS
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South African speed merchant record-

ed another successful IPL campaign

with the Delhi Capitals. The Proteas

pacer bagged a wicket in the final

and extended his overall wicket-

taking tally to 30. The DC fast

bowler took 30 wickets with a

noteworthy economy of 8.34 in

this season’s IPL. Rabada is also

the highest wicket-taker for the

Delhi Capitals in a single season.

Rabada was equally supported by DC’s

Anrich Nortje who bagged 22 wickets in his

debut season for the Capitals. 

Indian opener Shikhar Dhawan

was DC’s go-to-man in this sea-

son’s IPL. Dhawan scripted his-

tory by becoming the first

batsman to score back-to-

back centuries in a single IPL

season. The Indian southpaw

also finished the tourna-

ment as the second-high-

est run-getter. Dhawan

amassed 618 runs in 16

matches. He also

holds the record of

smashing the

most number of

fours (67) this

season. 

Pace ace Jasprit Bumrah was indeed the wrecker-in-chief

for the Mumbai Indians this season. Bumrah enjoyed a

fruitful partnership with Trent Boult as the MI pacers

played an instrumental role in Mumbai’s historic cam-

paign in IPL 2020. Though Bumrah went wicketless

in the final, the MI pacer returned economical fig-

ures to restrict the Capitals for a below-par total.

Bumrah had the best bowling average of 14.96. The

MI pacer was also the second-highest wicket-taker

(27) of the tournament.

BEST BOWLING AVERAGE

VARUN CHAKRAVARTHY (KKR)

JASPRIT BUMRAH (MI)

KIERON POLLARD (MI)

Australia will easily win this Test

series in Kohli’s absence: Vaughan

MOST WICKETS

Even though KXIP failed to make it

to the playoffs, Rahul still had a

fruitful IPL campaign as the

premier batsman finished the

season's top scorer. Rahul bagged

the prestigious Orange Cap in the

IPL 2020 after scoring 670 runs

in 14 appearances. Rahul's sub-

lime century (132* off 69) was

the highest score by a bats-

man in the 13th edition

of the T20 league.

KL RAHUL (KXIP)

BEST STRIKE-RATE

MOST RUNS

From DC’s Kagiso Rabada to KXIP skipper KL Rahul, the 2020 edition of the Indian Premier League (IPL) saw a plethora of cricketers

showcase memorable performances. Here’s a look at some of the top performers from IPL 13

ISHAN KISHAN (MI)

Ishan Kishan had a memorable

IPL campaign with the Mumbai Indians

in the UAE. After cementing his place by

scoring a majestic 99-run knock against

Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB), Kishan

went from strength to strength and played

a crucial role in Mumbai’s fifth title tri-

umph in the cash-rich league. The MI

batsman also holds the record of

smashing the most number of

sixes (30) in the IPL 2020. 

Mystery spinner Varun Chakravarthy secured his

maiden call-up by bagging the first and only

five-wicket haul in IPL 2020. Chakravarthy, who

plied his trade with Eoin Morgan’s Kolkata

Knight Riders dismantled the Delhi Capitals

batting order with his fifer. Varun took five

wickets and leaked 20 runs to record the

best bowling figures of IPL 2020. 

BEST FIGURES

SHIKHAR DHAWAN (DC)

MOST FOURS

TOP PERFORMERS 
KAGISO RABADA (DC)

MOST SIXES
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